Fetal Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance
Over recent years a number of groups have been investigating the utility of MRI for fetal
cardiovascular imaging. Initial reports focused on the application of steady state fast
precession (SSFP) for identifying cardiac anatomy, showing that it was possible to identify
cardiac structures and diagnose cardiac malformations in fetal subjects using this approach (1)
(2) (3) (4). Other groups have investigated the potential of MRI to provide some form of
functional information about the fetal cardiovascular system. These include an early
description of “real-time” cine SSFP to measure ventricular sizes and ejection fractions (5).
Other groups have sought to achieve higher resolution cine imaging by introducing triggered
cardiac imaging. As the fetal ECG signal is not readily available in the MRI environment,
alternative methods for gating have been tried. These include ultrasound based technology
which has been modified for use in the MRI and a “self-gated” approach, both of which have
been shown to be effective ways to achieve high resolution fetal cardiac imaging in animal
models (6) (7) (8). Another approach known as metric optimized gating (MOG) takes
temporally oversampled data and retrospectively re-orders it through a range of candidate
heart rates (9) (10). The most appropriate reconstruction is identified using an image metric as
the arrangement resulting in the least artifact. MOG can be used for reconstructing anatomical
cine SSFP and cine phase contrast velocity mapping and the code for MOG has been published
as a free internet download and can be operated in MATLAB (11).
Additional technical challenges to fetal CMR include the small size of the vessels and fetal
motion. However, the body movements of late gestation fetuses are relatively restricted and
the vessel sizes approach those of neonates, allowing for established criteria for spatial and
temporal resolution to be achieved with realistic scan times (12). Accelerated sequences and
motion correction algorithms are resulting in significant improvements in image quality (13)
(14). However, as yet, no established indications for fetal CMR have emerged. This is partly
because of the superlative image quality of fetal echocardiography, and the wealth of
hemodynamic information that is available from Doppler. However, direct information about
fetal oxygenation can be obtained by exploiting the different magnetic properties of
oxygenated and deoxygenated blood, and this may represent an advantage of fetal CMR over
traditional Doppler parameters, which identify fetal distress through the demonstration of
indirect fetal circulatory adaptations to hypoxia. Techniques for investigating fetal oxygenation
with MRI include Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) MRI and MR oximetry, which can be
achieved with T2 mapping (15) (16) (17). There remains much to be done in terms of
calibrating these measurements for fetal hemoglobin and accounting for variation in
hematocrit (18). However, the combination of flow quantification with PC MRI and
measurement of the oxygen content of blood has provided a new technique for assessing
placental function, fetal oxygen transport and metabolism, and is already providing new
insights into the relationship between fetal cardiovascular physiology and fetal development in
conditions like congenital heart disease and intrauterine growth restriction (19) (20).
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